F or many Muslims, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are linked together by their scriptures. The Qur'ān recognizes the "Torah" (Tawrat) and the Gospel (Injil) as revelations from God. However, the Qur'ān also views itself as the continuation and final validation of the ideas and beliefs expressed earlier in these scriptures. Thus, despite the formal differences between the Qur'ān, the Torah, and the Gospels, the Qur'ān seems to uphold the authenticity of the Jewish and Christian scriptures. Nonetheless, there are references within the Qur'ān to certain "distortions" of these texts. What these are, and in what sense parts of the Torah and Gospels were "distorted" is an issue that has been debated by Muslim and non-Muslim scholars throughout the past 14 centuries. This chapter attempts to explore the idea of "distortion" as well as the range of Muslim views around it, arguing that despite the polemics on both the Muslim and non-Muslim sides on the issue, the Qur'ān and a number of Muslim scholars take a more nuanced and positive view of existing Jewish and Christian scriptures and their authenticity. Such a view could be quite conducive to today's interfaith dialogue projects between Muslims and people of other faiths.
1 Although there are many "scriptures" of Jews and Christians, I will refer in this chapter only to what the Qur'ān refers to as Tawrat (Torah) and Injil (Gospel).
Muslim Understanding of "Scripture"
Muslims, generally speaking, view "scripture" as-literally-not metaphorically-the exact words of God. For Muslims, the Qur'ān is the actual speech of God, which came through the angel Gabriel to the Prophet in the form of direct divine guidance. The angel is said to have brought God's messages faithfully, in the language of the Prophet, without distortion. The Prophet in turn conveyed them word for word as they came to him. His followers then took the messages and compiled them into the form of a book.
The generally accepted Muslim concept of scripture is based on a "dictation" theory of revelation. This rejects the notion that any "human" speech attributed to God can be the word of God. Moreover, Islamic theology holds that scripture is the word of God only in the same language in which it was revealed. Thus, even in the case of the Qur'ān, it is scripture only when it appears in Arabic; a translation of the meanings of the Qur'ān is not the word of God. This Muslim concept of scripture seems to have evolved in the course of the first and second centuries of Islam (seventh and eighth centuries c.e.), developing into a theological statement and a cardinal point of belief.
In contrast to this commonly held view, the Qur'ān seems to have taken a broader view of scripture. Perhaps it took into account the circumstances in which earlier revelations were given to the prophets who came before Muhammad, circumstances that perhaps did not lead in many cases to the "documentation" of these revelations during the lifetime of the prophet or immediately after. It seems that the Qur'ān does not consider such recording necessary to its understanding of what scripture is. If the communities to whom Moses and Jesus, for example, and indeed other prophets were sent were largely illiterate and perhaps dependent on oral transmission, an oral tradition would have been acceptable as a medium of transmission. If, in the process of narration and transmission, some of the "words of God" were mingled with "words of human beings," the texts would still retain their strong connection to the original revelation from God and the authority vested in that revelation. Even translations of the revelation would be considered the "words of God." In these contexts the focus is on the actual overall message of the revelation, not on its language or how it was narrated.
There are many reasons why Muslims hold to this particular understanding of revelation and scripture. One is associated with how Muslims experienced the Qur'ān in the first community at the time of the Prophet. For Muslims, the Qur'ān, or parts of it, was written down during Prophet Muhammad's lifetime, as he seemed to have had the habit of dictating the
